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ABSTRACT 

The subject of this master thesis is to evaluate the technical and commercial efficiency of 

different material supply concepts for the assembly hall of the BMW production plant in 

Munich from an external supply centre. The material supply can either be carried out via 

public roads or via a bridge that directly connects the external supply centre with the assembly 

hall. The aim is to develop and implement a methodological procedure for the technical and 

commercial evaluation of applicable conveyor and transportation systems. This 

methodological procedure shall provide a basis for decision-making and recommendations of 

action shall be derived.  

The first step of the methodological procedure was to conduct a pre-selection of suitable 

conveyor and transportation systems to conduct the material supply with. A value benefit 

analysis of the different alternatives was carried out in order to evaluate their technical 

efficiency. The alternatives’ commercial efficiency was then evaluated by means of an 

investment appraisal. The final step was to conduct an overall evaluation while taking the 

results of the technical and the commercial evaluation into account. Recommendations of 

actions were then derived based on the results of the steps described above. 

  



 

 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

Fokus för detta examenarbete är att jämföra och utvärdera effektiviteten ur ett tekniskt och 

kommersiellt perspektiv i en monteringshall då olika materialleverantörskoncept testas och 

externa leverantörscentra används. Studien har genomförts i BMW:s produktionsanläggning i 

München.  

Materialleveransen kan antingen ske via allmän väg eller via en bro som direkt sammanbinder 

det externa leverantörscentrat med monteringshallen. Syftet med detta arbete är att utveckla 

och implementera en metodik och procedur för att tekniskt och kommersiellt kunna utvärdera 

lämpliga transportband och transportsystem. Denna metodik och procedur ska ligga till grund 

för beslutsprocessen och rekommenderade åtgärder. 

Första steget i utvecklandet av metodiken och proceduren var att göra ett förval av lämpliga 

transportband och transportlösningar med vilka materialleveranserna kunde ske. En 

nyttoanalys med avseende på värde genomfördes därefter för att utvärdera de olika 

alternativens tekniska effektivitet. De olika alternativens kommersiella effektivitet 

utvärderades också genom investeringsbedömningar. Det slutgiltiga steget var att genomföra 

en övergripande utvärdering med hänsyn tagen till tekniska och kommersiella aspekter. 

Baserat på de erhållna resultaten utformades rekommendationer för åtgärder. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

A general trend towards individual product variants in order to satisfy a wide range of 

customer segments and increase market share can be observed within the automotive industry. 

This increase in product variants consequently leads to an increasing complexity of 

production processes, an increasing number of required parts and components, increased 

space requirements for production and logistic activities and therefore an increase of costs. 

The BMW production network is also confronted with these challenges. 

The continuous improvement of the value creation chain and thus the reduction of logistics 

costs are of major importance in this respect [3]. 

One possible solution to handle the increased space requirements resulting from the wide 

range of product variants is to use logistics areas and pre-assembly areas of assembly halls for 

the economically more beneficial final assembly process and to establish external supply 

centres, which are located in the immediate vicinity of the factory premises. These external 

supply centres provide space for pre-assembly lines to assemble vehicle modules, systems and 

components or for logistics areas to conduct sequencing of vendor parts.  

The transportation of these parts and components from external supply centres to the 

assembly halls is carried out via trucks at BMW today. However one possibility is to connect 

an external supply centre to the assembly hall through a bridge and conduct transportation of 

parts and components from the supply centre directly to the production lines by means of 

conveyor systems. 

Conveyor and transportation systems, which are the main topic of this thesis, are an essential 

part of an organization’s internal logistics [6]. They significantly influence an organization’s 

capital lockup due to their long-term operating life and acquisition costs, as well as its 

productivity and thus the overall success of an enterprise [3]. 

Operational planning, which includes the planning of conveyor and transportation systems, is 

carried out across many departments and hierarchy levels. The operational planning’s basic 

goals face a large number of criteria which are difficult to quantify [1]. This makes the 

selection and planning processes of conveyor and transportation systems a complex task. 

Process-oriented planning methods are often not applied and decisions are often based on 

assumptions and uncertainties [3]. 

This situation shows the necessity of a methodological approach towards a technical and 

commercial system comparison of conveyor and transportation systems for the material 

supply of assembly halls from an external supply centre within the BMW production network. 

1.2 Purpose  

The overall goal of this master thesis is to develop and implement a methodical procedure for 

the technical and commercial evaluation of conveyor and transportation systems. 

Recommendations of action shall be derived from this methodology in order to be able to 

make a holistic decision on the choice of a material supply concept for the car assembly hall 

from an external supply centre at the BMW production plant in Munich. 
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1.3 Delimitations 

This master thesis has a general approach to its research problem due to the fact that only little 

information concerning the qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the transportation 

task was given. The evaluation of the material supply concepts is carried out based on 

assumptions and generalizations to a certain extent due to this fact. However this general 

approach ensures a transferability of the problem solving methodology to similar research 

questions. 

Figure 1 shows the transportation process for the material supply of a car assembly hall from 

an external supply centre. The overall process consists of following sub-processes: The 

processes in the external supply centre and assembly hall, the buffering processes, the transfer 

processes and the transport process. The sub-processes considered in this master thesis were 

the transfer processes, the buffering process and the transport process as shown in figure 1 

below. A general approach towards the research problem was ensured by only considering 

these processes. 

 
Figure 1: Transport Process [2] 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This master thesis is divided into six chapters and was structured according to the guidelines 

VDI 2710 part1 and VDI 2710 part 4. 

Chapter one contains introductory remarks concerning the background, purpose and 

deliminations of this master thesis. 

Chapter two gives the reader the frame of refernce on basic concepts and terms. The concept 

of an external supply centre is explained and the terms transport technology and transport 

system are defined. The most commonly used means of transport for internal and external 

material flow tasks are subsequently described. The procedure of the applied methodology for 

the technical and commercial evaluation of material supply concepts is then presented. 

Chapter three describes how the different steps of the methodology for the technical and 

commercial evaluation of material supply concepts were implemented for the example of the 

BMW production plant in Munich. The methodology consists of a pre-selection of suitable 

material supply concepts, a value benefit analysis for the evaluation of the different 

alternatives’ technical efficiency, an investment appraisal for the evaluation of the 

alternatives’ commercial efficiency and an overall evaluation which takes the results of the 

value benefit analysis and the investment appraisal into account. 
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Chapter four describes the results obtained from the pre-selection of suitable material supply 

concepts, the value benefit analysis, the investment appraisal and the overall evaluation. 

The conclusions derived from the results obtained in chapter four are explained in chapter 

five. 

Chapter six consists of a short revue of the conducted work during the master thesis and an 

outlook on future work concerning the master thesis’ topic. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

2.1 The BMW Production Plant in Munich 

The BMW production plant in Munich is confronted with difficulties that do not apply to 

most of the other plants within the BMW production network. 

The plant’s location within housing areas and public roads and the limited available space 

within the factory premises pose major challenges on the assembly and logistics processes. 

Assembly is not carried out on one floor, but on three floors due the plant’s evolved 

structures. The plant’s material supply is complex due to the fact that its supply centres are 

not situated in the immediate vicinity of the factory premises, but up to 30 km away from the 

plant. The plant’s urban location further means that an expansion is not possible to face the 

challenge of limited available space [13]. Figure 2 shows the plant’s location in Munich-

Milbertshofen. 

 

Figure 2: BMW Production Plant in Munich [14] 

2.2 External Supply Centre 

One possibility to solve the plant’s difficulties described above is to establish an external 

supply centre close to the production plant. 

External supply centres are facilities in the immediate vicinity of the factory premises of an 

OEM. Suppliers and logistics service providers carry out production of vendor parts and 

logistics services within the external supply centre. These supply centres are run by external 

operating companies. Demand forecasting and ordering is conducted by the OEM. 

The vendor parts are commonly large-volume parts, parts with multiple variants or 

components (e.g. tank), systems (e.g. brake system) and modules (e.g. cockpit) with a short 

lead time to the final assembly process [12]. 
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The goal is to provide the places of installation in the final assembly line in the assembly hall 

with vendor parts in the correct quantities, at the correct time and in the correct sequence [12]. 

The logistics service providers are in charge of coordination and execution of the transport 

between external supply centre and assembly plant. Transportation of the vendor parts can be 

carried out via conveyor systems or trucks, depending on the transport connection between 

external supply centre and production plant. 

The benefits of an external supply centre are optimized transport processes between 

suppliers/logistics service providers and the OEM, the required amount of parts can be 

ordered within short time frames, the overall costs for the logistics supply chain are reduced 

through the usage of external logistics areas and an increased security of supply is ensured 

[12]. The usage of external logistics and production areas further leads to an increase in 

available space within the production plant and assembly hall. 

Figure 3 schematically illustrates the supply of the assembly hall of the BMW production 

plant in Munich from an external supply centre. The transportation of parts can either be 

carried out via public roads with trucks or via a bridge, which connects external supply centre 

and assembly hall, by means of conveyor systems. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic Illustration of the Material Supply via an External Supply Centre 
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2.3 Transport Technology 

Transport technology deals with the translocation of objects. It can be divided into materials 

handling technology and traffic engineering [5]. 

Figure 4 shows the classification of the term transport technology. 

 
Figure 4: Classification of the Term Transport Technology [5] 

Materials handling technology deals with the transportation of transport goods from one 

location to another within a limited area by means of technical aids [6]. 

Traffic engineering deals with the transportation of transport goods and people by land (roads 

or rail networks), sea and air by means of technical aids [5]. 

2.4 Transport System 

A transport system consists of a transport unit, a mean of transport and the transport process 

as shown in figure 5. A transport system may describe internal and external material flow 

tasks [5]. 

 

Figure 5: Elements of a Transport System [5] 
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2.4.1 Transport Process 

The transport process consists of the transport organization and transport control. Transport 

organization includes all planning and scheduling tasks and controlling and monitoring 

activities. Transport control includes the processing of information for the planning and 

execution of transport processes [5]. 

2.4.2 Transport Unit 

A transport unit consist of one or more main loading devices (=load handling device), 

optionally one or more loading devices and one or more units of material to be conveyed. A 

single unit of material to be conveyed may also be a transport unit for itself. The transport 

unit’s characteristics determine the design of all systems that a part of a material flow system 

[5]. 

Figure 6 shows a schematic illustration of a transport unit. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic Illustration of a Transport Unit [5] 

2.4.3 Means of Transport 

Means of transport are technical aids for internal, external transport of transport goods. Means 

of transport for internal material flow tasks (materials handling technology) are called 

conveyor systems [5]. Means of transport for external material flow tasks (traffic engineering) 

will be referred to as transportation systems in this thesis. 

2.4.3.1 Conveyor Systems 

The term conveyor system is the generic term for all technical aids used for plant-internal 

transportation of transport units. Conveyor systems can be categorized into continuous or 

discontinuous systems and floorless or floor-supported systems [6]. 

Continuous conveyor systems are stationary means of transport which allow a steady or 

discrete-continuous flow of material along a defined transport route. Discontinuous conveyor 

systems are characterized by intermittent operation along defined or varying transport routes. 

Floorless conveyor systems move along tracks that are attached to the shop ceiling. Transport 

occurs above work level. Floor-supported conveyor systems are systems which move along 

transport routes on the floor or along transport routes which are elevated from the floor via 

supportings. 

The most commonly used conveyor systems for internal transportation tasks are described 

subsequently. 
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2.4.3.1.1 Manual Industrial Truck 

Manual industrial trucks are part of the group of discontinuous, floor-supported conveyor 

systems.  

Industrial trucks are classified into different groups according to their design. The main 

classification criteria are the type of drive, the operator’s operating position, and the type of 

construction [8]. 

 

Figure 7: Schematic Illustration of a Manual Industrial Truck [3] 

The most common types of drives are the manual drive, the electric drive, the fuel-gas drive, 

the diesel drive and the petrol drive. Electrically driven industrial trucks are usually used for 

internal transportation.  

The operator either controls the truck while walking via a draw bar, while standing on a 

platform via a drawbar or steering wheel, or while being seated via a steering wheel and 

pedals. 

Industrial trucks are trackless logistics systems which are used to transport, lift or stack unit 

load. They are characterized by a high degree of adaptability to different conveying tasks due 

to their diversity of variants and the possibility to use different load handling devices and add-

ons. 
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2.4.3.1.2 Automated Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) 

Automated guided vehicle systems are part of the group of discontinuous, floor-supported 

conveyor systems.  

An AGVS includes the components automated guided vehicle (AGV), AGVS guidance and 

control system, and infrastructure and peripherals [8]. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic Illustration of an AGVS [3] 

There are a large number of models of automated guided vehicles due to their numerous fields 

of use. AGVs can be categorized according to how unit load is picked up and transported and 

according to what kind of load is handled. 

The AGVS guidance control system is in charge of order management, order assignment to 

the automated guided vehicles, traffic control and layout management. It is the interface to the 

peripherals and the superordinate computer systems [8]. 

The infrastructures main component is the reference system for navigation of the vehicle. 

Vehicle navigation can either occur along a physical guiding line (optical, inductive, 

magnetic) or a virtual guiding line (reflectors for laser navigation, GPS navigation). Energy 

supply is assured through battery changing stations, inductive power transmission or the use 

of hybrid systems. Peripherals include transfer stations, gates, lifts, etc. 

No direct human interaction is necessary, since AGVS are automatically navigated by a 

reference system. They are used as automatic means for transport of unit load, as travelling 

work benches during assembly operations and as fork trucks for order picking. 
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2.4.3.1.3 Tugger Train 

Tugger trains are discontinuous, floor-supported conveyor systems. 

They consist of a tractor unit, several trailers and carriers. 

 

Figure 9: Schematic Illustration of a Tugger Train [3] 

A tugger train’s tractor unit usually consists of a manual industrial truck or an AGV as 

described above. 

The trailers are usually E-type frames which can be elevated hydraulically or pneumatically in 

order to transport the carriers. 

The carriers are roller platforms that transport the material to be conveyed.  

Tugger trains supply material sinks along defined transport routes which they depart to at 

regular time intervals. Loading and unloading of the tugger train is conducted manually due to 

the fact that all the material to be conveyed is carried by the carriers which can be manually 

in- and out-fed on and off the trailers. 
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2.4.3.1.4 Electric Monorail System 

Electric monorail systems belong to the group of discontinuous, floorless, rail bound 

conveyor systems.  

An electric monorail system includes the components rail system, travelling gears, and 

hangers [8]. 

 

Figure 10: Schematic Illustration of an EMS [3] 

The rail system is supported by steel constructions which are attached to the shop ceiling or 

elevated from the hall floor. The purpose of the feed rail is to support and guide the travelling 

gears .The power supply, system control and data transmission for the hangers are carried out 

via the conductor line which is integrated into the feed rail. The rail system may further 

include components such as branches, bends, vertical conveyors, lifting and lowering stations, 

turning platforms, crossings, inclines and slopes which allow complex and multi-storey 

transport routes [6]. 

The travelling gears consist of a drive motor, a control system, current collectors which are 

integrated into the control housing, a drive roll, a pressure roll and a guide roll. Additionally a 

travelling gear may consist of a free trolley (i.e. unpowered) and a connecting bar. The load is 

either attached to the travelling gear or to the connecting bar [11].The travelling gears can be 

individually controlled which means that attributes such as velocity, distances, targets, 

buffering, cycle times etc. are freely programmable. 

There are a large number of variants concerning the design of hangers. They can be equipped 

with gripping, turning, tilting, lifting and pushing devices due to the each hanger’s individual 

power supply [6]. 

Electric monorail systems can be used to transport unit load between production and material 

storage or within production. 
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2.4.3.1.5 Conventional Conveyor Systems 

Conventional conveyor systems are floor-supported, continuous conveyors. They include 

roller conveyors, slides, chain conveyors, slat conveyors, belt conveyors, apron conveyors and 

chain conveyor systems [8]. 

A conventional conveyor system includes the components support, transport rollers, chains or 

belt and drive. Add-ons such as bends, turntables, sorting switches, crossings and buffers can 

be added for more complex transport routes [8]. 

 

Figure 11: Schematic Illustration of Conventional Conveyor Systems [3] 

The transported material is usually conveyed, horizontally or at a slight gradient, on carrying 

elements such as rollers or chains [8]. Conventional conveyors are used in all areas of internal 

material flow systems due to their simple design, high reliability, low operating effort, and 

high throughput. 

The group of conventional conveyor systems includes carrying-chain conveyors, belt 

conveyors, roller conveyors and gravity conveyors. 

2.4.3.1.6 Circular Conveyor 

Circular conveyors are continuous, floorless, rail bound conveyor systems. 

They include the components guided profile, power transmission chain and hangers. 

 

Figure 12: Schematic Illustration of a Circular Conveyor [3] 

The guided profile, which is generally made of steel, is attached to the shop ceiling via 

tension rods or elevated from the hall floor. 
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The power transmission chain is a single-leg chain which is composed of guide links and load 

links which are fitted with rolls. The rolls in the guide links absorb the hangers’ and transport 

units’ weights such as the chain’s weight. The power transmission chain is driven by chain 

wheels or short drag chains [6]. 

The hangers come in various designs that depend on the material to be conveyed. They are 

attached to the load links of the power transmission chain. They can therefore not be 

decoupled. 

Circular conveyors can be used for automatic, continuous or cycled material flow of large 

volumes over long distances. Track length and velocity depend on the transported material, 

the chain force and the number of drives [8]. 

2.4.3.1.7 Power & Free Conveyor  

Power & Free conveyors are part of the group of continuous, floorless, rail bound conveyor 

systems. They developed from the circular conveyors and are able to decouple the running 

gears and hangers from the power chain. 

The P & F conveyor is designed as a dual track system consisting of the upper power track 

and lower free track. The main components are the conveyor chain, the running gears and the 

hangers [8]. 

 

Figure 13: Schematic Illustration of a P&F Conveyor [3] 

The power track guides the conveyor chain which is permanently held in circulation and 

equipped with drive cams. It is driven in the same way as circular conveyors. 

The running gears are equipped with pusher dogs and are guided by the free track. They are 

moved respectively stopped by being coupled to or decoupled from the conveyor chain via its 

pusher dogs connecting with or disconnecting from the conveyor chain’s cams. There is a 

mechanical distance control which decouples a running gear from the power track as soon as 

its hanger comes into contact with a hanger ahead of it.  [6]. 

The hangers are attached to the running gears and carry the material to be conveyed. 

Functions such as diverting and merging of routes, changing velocities and change in height 

levels are enabled through the use of components such as bends, switches, and lifting and 

lowering stations [8].  
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P & F conveyors can be used for continuous and discontinuous transport of unit load and as 

buffer and distributions systems for various applications. 

2.4.3.1.8 Drag-Chain Conveyor 

Drag-chain conveyors are continuous, floor-mounted conveyor systems. 

A drag chain conveyor consists of a guiding profile, a conveyor chain and guiding system. 

 

Figure 14: Schematic Illustration of a Drag-Chain Conveyor [3] 

The guiding profile is embedded in the ground and guides the conveyor chain. 

The conveyor chain is permanently held in circulation and equipped with driving pins to 

interlock the chain and transport units. 

The guiding systems are usually slideways or roller conveyors. A guiding system is not 

needed when the transport unit has wheels [8]. 

Drag-chain conveyors are used for continuous, long distance transportation tasks with straight 

transport routes. The drag-chain conveyor can consist of different routes if multiple guiding 

profiles and conveyor chains are installed. 

2.4.3.1.9 Skillet Conveyor 

Skillet conveyors are floor-supported, continuous conveyor systems. 

They consist of skillets and a conveyor device [8].  

 

Figure 15: Schematic Illustration of a Skillet Conveyor [3] 

The skillets compose the workpiece carriers. They consist of a steel frame which is commonly 

lined with a timber planking. Skids that are mounted to the bottom of the skillets are seated on 
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a roller conveyor which enables the feed motion. The skillets can alternatively be moved by 

track rollers [8]. 

Skillet conveyors are commonly applied as a pushing unit and coupled to each other in order 

to avoid gaps and differences of level between them. This creates a homogeneous surface 

which is suitable for a continuous flow production or assembly line work. Handling devices or 

lifting tables can be mounted to the skillets due to their robust design [3]. 

2.4.3.1.10 Elevator and Crane 

Cranes and elevators are floorless, discontinuous conveyor systems. 

Cranes and elevators are used for vertical transportation of unit load. The lifting process is 

carried out via wire ropes or chains. The material to be conveyed is attached to load hooks or 

automatic claws (crane) or platforms or containers (elevator). Cranes usually contain a beam 

hoist which makes them applicable for horizontal transport of unit load too [3]. 

Cranes and elevators are used for transport or handling of unit load or people within 

production or storage areas. 

 

Figure 16: Schematic Illustration of an Elevator (left) and a Crane (right) [3] 
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2.4.3.2 Transportation Systems 

The most commonly used transportation systems are trucks, trains, ships and aeroplanes. Only 

trucks shall be considered in further detail in this master thesis. 

2.4.3.2.1 Trucks 

Trucks are motor vehicles that consist of a tractor unit and a trailer. 

The tractor unit contains the drive and the driver’s cab. 

The trailer is used to transport the material to be conveyed. It is connected to the tractor unit 

via a fifth wheel coupling. 

Trucks are used for transportation of goods via the road. 

 

Figure 17: Schematic Illustration of a Truck 

 

2.5 Methodology: Technical and Commercial Evaluation of 
Material Supply Concepts 

2.5.1 Decision Criteria for the Choice of a Material Supply Concept 

The first step of the technical and commercial evaluation of material supply concepts is to 

make a pre-selection of conveyor and transportation systems which are suitable for the 

specific transportation task, while taking all currently available systems into account. This 

step is carried out according to VDI 2710 Part1. 

It should be pointed out that this step is merely a pre-selection of conveyor and transportation 

systems and has to be followed by a more detailed technical and commercial evaluation. 

2.5.1.1 Description of the Transportation Task 

The so called basic data which consists of the most important characteristics to describe the 

transportation task and requirements concerning the conveyor and transportation systems, is 

gathered to begin with. The basic data consists of the following subgroups [8]: 

 Environmental data 

 Material to be transported 

 Operational organisation 

Environmental data includes information on the place of installation of the conveyor system, 

spatial infrastructure, working conditions and load transfer. 

The data on material to be transported includes information on the type of the material to be 

transported, handling aids and further requirements concerning ergonomics and the material’s 

physical stability during transport. 
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The data on the operational organisation includes information on the material flow during 

transportation, operating conditions and interfaces. 

This data can be used as a framework for a detailed description of the transportation task and 

to create a requirement profile for the conveyor and transportation systems. 

2.5.1.2 Analysis of the Transportation Task 

The basic data is then narrowed down to the so called relevant basic data. This data consists 

of the basic data which is the most relevant for the selection and planning process of conveyor 

and transportation systems [8]. 

A list of the relevant basic data with their respective questions (rows) is created as shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Relevant Basic Data and Associated Questions 

No. Relevant basic data Question To be 

consider

ed? 

1 Outdoor use Is partial or complete outdoor use intended?  

2 Extent of system Have large distances got to be covered? Does the area 
of application extend beyond the workshop hall or 

building? 

 

3 Area confinement Does transport have to occur within limited space?  

4 Condition of floor Does the floor fail to meet the usual requirements 
regarding material, evenness, friction, load bearing 

capacity, conductivity, etc.? 

 

5 Condition of ceiling Is the ceiling construction unsuitable for additional 
loads? Are there extensive ceiling installations such as 

utility lines, etc.? 

 

6 Fire protection Are fire zones passed? Are there fire protection doors 

along the transport route? 

 

7 Traffic and escape 

routes/Mixed operation 

Have additional transport routes and emergency 

routes/exits got to be considered within the area of 

application? Will the conveyor system operate 

alongside other conveyor systems? 

 

8 Permanent infrastructure Has permanent infrastructure such as machines, 

columns, walls, etc. got to be considered during layout 

planning? 

 

9 Differences in level Are there any differences in level that have to be 
overcome? 

 

10 Extreme temperatures Do temperatures rise above 40°C or fall below 0°C?  

11 Permitted noise level Is a certain level of noise not allowed to be exceeded?  

12 Explosion protection Will the system be installed within a hazardous area?  

13 Contamination level Does the system have to meet specific contamination 

levels (food, pharmaceutical production, etc.)? 

 

14 Putting into service Has the system got to be put into service with existing  
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systems in operation and within a very short amount of 

time? 

15 Handling flexibility Should the conveyor system provide a high flexibility?  

16 Layout flexibility Are future changes to the layout to be expected?  

17 Floor contamination Can the floor be temporarily contaminated by water, oil, 

dirt, etc.? 

 

18 Variants Have many different variants of load got to be conveyed 

(dimensions, weight, design)? 

 

19 Dimensions and weight Does the material to be conveyed have extreme 

dimensions and/or a high weight? 

 

20 Securing of load Is an automatic securement of the material to be 

conveyed necessary? 

 

21 Careful transport Does the material to be conveyed need to be transported 

or handled in a particularly gentle way? 

 

22 Ergonomics Do specific ergonomic aspects such as accessibility 

have to be considered? 

 

23 System complexity Is a high system complexity, e.g. a high number of 

stations, sources/sinks or branchings, etc. required? 

 

24 System performance Is a high throughput required?  

25 Load change times Are very short times for change of load necessary?  

26 Flexibility of 

handling/load transfer 

Are specific load handling devices necessary? Is the 

material to be conveyed to be loaded/unloaded 

automatically, mechanically or manually? 

 

27 Safety of personnel Will people be working close to the conveyor system?  

28 Buffering Should the conveyor system include a buffer function?  

29 Service/maintenance Should maintenance be carried out during uptime?  

The next step is to decide which relevant basic data are important for the specific 

transportation task. Only relevant basic data considered to be important shall be considered in 

the analysis of the conveyor and transportation systems. This leads to an elimination of rows 

within the list of the relevant basic data. 
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A rating matrix consisting of the considered relevant basic data (rows) and considered 

conveyor and transportation systems (columns) is then created as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Rating Matrix 

 Conveyor/transportation 

system 1 

… … Conveyor/transportation 

system n 

No. Relevant 

basic data 

     

1       

2       

…       

…       

n       

 Mean value     

Critical 

evaluations 

    

Ranking     

The analysis is carried out by evaluating the examined conveyor and transportation systems 

relative to the considered relevant basic data. This is done by grading how good each system 

fulfils each relevant basic data’s demands. The gradings according to VDI 2710 Part 1 are: 

 1 for uncritical 

 3 for limitedly critical 

 5 for critical 

Critical gradings may be a criterion for exclusion of the conveyor or transportation system 

and need separate consideration [8]. 

The mean value of the gradings is calculated for each examined conveyor or transportation 

system within the rating matrix. The conveyor and transportation systems are then ranked 

according to their mean values while recording the number of critical gradings (5). 

This methodology can be used to make a pre-selection of conveyor and transportation systems 

which suit a specific transportation task the most and should be taken into further 

consideration. 

The next step is to conduct a commercial and technical evaluation of the conveyor and 

transportation systems taken into further consideration. 
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2.5.2 Qualitative Analysis of Material Supply Concepts 

The second step of the technical and commercial evaluation of different material supply 

concepts is to evaluate their technical efficiency. This is done by conducting a value benefit 

analysis. 

2.5.2.1 Value Benefit Analysis 

A value benefit analysis indicates the relative benefit of different alternatives by taking 

qualitative criteria into account. The alternative with the highest benefit is the most 

advantageous alternative. The value benefit is non-dimensional [9]. 

The evaluation process consists of three steps [1]: 

The first step is to define the evaluation criteria which consists of the main targets (Cmt) and 

their associated sub-targets (Cst). Each sub-target can only be associated to one main target. 

Main and sub-targets should be independent from one another and address all requirements 

concerning the different alternatives [6]. 

The second step is to weight the main targets and-sub targets since each of them are of 

different importance for the evaluation of the alternatives. The weighting of main respectively 

sub-targets is conducted relatively to the other main respectively sub-targets [6]. The 

weighting is carried out top top-down. 

 

Figure 18: Weightning of main targets and sub-targets [9] 

The overall target’s weight is defined as 1. The main and sub-targets are each weighted by 

their modal weight (MWmt, MWst) and level weight (LWmt, LWst). A target’s modal weight 

refers to the target system’s superior target criterion, e.g. it states how big the target’s affect is 

on its superior target criterion. A target’s level weight refers to the overall target, e.g. it states 

how big the target’s affects is on the overall target. 

The modal weights of the main targets are determined by means of pair-by-pair comparison. 

The main target’s modal and level weights are identical. The sum of all the main target’s 

modal and level weights must be equal to 1. 

The modal weights of the sub-targets are also determined by means of pair-by-pair 

comparison. The sum of a group of sub-target’s, which are associated to the same main target, 

modal weights must again be equal to 1. 
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Each sub-target’s level weight is determined by multiplying the sub-target’s modal weight 

and its main target’s level weight. The sum of a group of sub-target’s, which are associated to 

the same main target, level weights must be equal to their main target’s modal/level weight. 

The third step is to evaluate how well the different alternatives fulfil the evaluation criteria. 

This is done by evaluating all considered alternatives with respect to all sub-targets by means 

of target values. The target values state how good an alternative fulfils a sub-target. The target 

values may be grades or points. 

An alternative’s partial benefit of a sub-target is determined by multiplying its target value 

with the sub-target’s level weight. 

An alternative’s total benefit is equal to the sum of all of its partial benefits.  

2.5.2.2 Pair-by-Pair Comparison 

The Pair-by-Pair comparison is a method to weight evaluation criteria. 

All criteria are to be entered into a matrix’s first column and row in the same order. Each 

criterion of the first row (Cr) is then individually weighted against each criterion of the first 

column (Cc). The relative importance (I) of the criteria to one another is expressed in 

numbers. “2” is entered if Cr is more important than Cc, ”1” is entered if they are equally 

important and “0” is entered if Cr is less important than Cc. These numbers are to be entered 

in the appropriate fields to the right of the matrix’s diagonal. The equivalent counter values of 

the numbers to the right of the diagonal are to be entered on the left side of the diagonal.  

The sum of the numbers in each row is then calculated. These sums are again summed up to 

the total sum of the numbers entered to evaluate the relative importance of the criteria to one 

another. Each criterion’s weight (W) is finally calculated by dividing the sum of the numbers 

in its row by the total sum of the numbers entered to evaluate the relative importance of the 

criteria to one another. 

Table 3: Pair-by-Pair Comparison 

 Criterion 1 Criterion 2 … Criterion n Σrows  Weight 

Criterion 1  I1,2 … I1,n Σr,1=∑     
 
    W1=

    

      
 

Criterion 2 I2,1  … I2,n Σr,2=∑     
 
    W2=

    

      
 

… … …  … … … 

Criterion n In,1 In,2 …  Σr,n=∑     
 
    Wn=

    

      
 

    Σtotal Σtotal=∑     
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2.5.3 Quantitative Analysis of Material Supply Concepts 

The quantitative criteria of different material supply concepts are determined and evaluated in 

terms of money in this step. This is done on the basis of investment appraisals. The goal of 

investment appraisals is to evaluate the commercial efficiency of investments. Investment 

appraisals are hence an essential tool for strategic investment decisions that are based on an 

investment’s commercial benefit [10]. 

2.5.3.1 Investment Appraisals 

Three different methods of investment appraisals are commonly used in management theory 

and practice: Static methods, dynamic methods and modelling approaches within the field of 

operations research [10]. 

Static methods assess the profitability of an investment for a time span of one period and 

apply average values for cash flows [4]. These methods do not acknowledge the time value of 

money and do therefore not consider discounting and compounding. Static methods are 

characterized by their simple and clear calculations.  

Dynamic methods consider more than one time period and acknowledge the time value of 

money. Investments are described as streams of cash inflows and outflows within different 

periods over their entire economic lifetime [4]. The time value of cash inflows and outflows is 

acknowledged by discounting them at certain points in time [10]. 

The main advantage of the dynamic methods compared to the static methods is that they 

acknowledge the time value of money. They are therefore a more suitable tool for strategic 

investment decisions. Only dynamic methods are taken into further consideration in this 

master thesis for this reason.  

Modelling approaches within the field of operations research aim to consider 

interdependences between different functional areas by applying comprehensive decision 

models [10].  

These modelling approaches are relatively abstract and therefore not considered in this master 

thesis. 

2.5.3.1.1 Basic Data for Investment Appraisals 

Criteria quantifiable in terms of money are the basic data for all methods of investment 

appraisals. These criteria consist of investment costs, operating costs and indirect costs. 

Information on the investment’s economic lifetime, the imputed interest rate, liquidation 

proceeds and the disposal costs are additionally required. 

Investment costs are all financial expenditures due to purchasing an investment. They are 

composed of acquisition costs for the investment and incidental acquisition costs for control 

systems, construction/structural measures and project-related engineering. 

Operating costs are variable, output-dependent costs that arise due to the operation and usage 

of the investment. They are primarily composed of labour costs, maintenance costs, energy 

costs and costs for tax and insurance [10]. Operating costs are directly allocatable to an 

investment. 

Indirect costs cannot be directly allocated to an investment. They are composed of payments 

in adjacent areas or departments and are only caused by the investment indirectly [9]. 
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Depreciations are not considered to be costs. They are therefore not considered in investment 

appraisals. Interests are considered by using the discount factor in investment appraisals and 

are therefore neither to be considered costs [7]. 

The economic lifetime is the period of time in which the operation and usage of investments 

are commercially beneficial. It mainly depends on the technical and legal lifetime of 

investments. The period under consideration for the economic lifetime can be an investment’s 

total expected service life. However shorter periods of consideration are generally applied in 

investment appraisals in order to minimize entrepreneurial risk [7].  

The imputed interest rate is required in order to calculate the discount factor. The investments 

and payments of different periods are made comparable by discounting them with the 

discount factor (acknowledgment of the time value of money).  

The liquidation proceeds correspond to an investment’s sales profit at the end of its economic 

lifetime. 

The disposal costs arise at the end of the investment’s economic lifetime. Costs are incurred 

for disassembly, structural measures and disposal of waste.  

2.5.3.1.2 Dynamic Methods of Investment Appraisals 

The most commonly used dynamic methods of investment appraisals are the Net-Present-

Value-Method, the Internal-Rate-of-Return-Method, the Annuity-Method, the Accumulated-

Value-Method and the Amortization-Calculation. Only the Net-Present-Value-Method and the 

Annuity-Method will be taken into further consideration in this master thesis. 

As mentioned above, dynamic methods divide an investments economic lifetime into different 

periods (usually legal years). Investments are described as streams of cash inflows and 

outflows within these different periods of an investment’s economic lifetime [4]. Further, the 

time value of cash inflows and outflows is acknowledged by discounting them at the point in 

time they occur at [10]. 

The discount factor is calculated as follows: 

                     (1) 

With 

    Discount factor 

  Imputed interest rate 

  Legal year the cash flow occurs in (t = 1,2,…,n) 

The net present value Z0 of a future payment Zt in t years is calculated for the present point in 

time t0 as follows: 

                         (2) 

These discount factors can usually be found in tables that show the discount factor for a legal 

year at different imputed interest rates. 
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2.5.3.1.2.1 Net-Present-Value-Method 

All of an investment’s cash inflows and outflows are discounted at the point in time they 

occur at. The difference between discounted cash inflows E0 and discounted cash outflows A0 

is referred to as the Net-Present-Value (NPV) of an investment [10]. 

The NPV C0 of an investment is calculated as follows: 

                    (3) 

    ∑                          
         (4) 

    ∑                
 
                     (5) 

    ∑                                
 
                (6) 

With 

  Legal year 

  Economic lifetime of the investment in years 

  Imputed interest rate 

   Investment costs 

   Cash outflows during the investment’s economic lifetime, due at the end of each 

period they occur in.  

   Cash inflows during the investment’s economic lifetime, due at the end of each period 

they occur in 

   Liquidation proceeds at the end of the investment’s economic lifetime 

   Disposal costs at the end of the investment’s economic lifetime 

An investment is commercially beneficial if its NPV is positive. A positive NPV indicates that 

a surplus was generated through an investment. The NPV is negative if this is not the case. 

The investment alternative with the highest NPV is favourable when comparing different 

alternatives to one another. 

2.5.3.1.2.2 Annuity-Method 

The Annuity-Method is a modification of the Net-Present-Value-Method. The NPV C0 

expresses all cash inflows and cash outflows over all periods of an investment’s economic 

lifetime when using the NPV-Method. The Annuity-Method however, converts the NPV C0 

into equal annual cash flows over the investment’s entire economic lifetime while considering 

the compounded interest. These equal annual cash flows are called annuity [10]. 

The annuity is calculated in two steps. The NPV C0 is calculated as described above first. The 

NPV C0 is then multiplied with the annuity factor. 

       
        

        
          (7) 

With: 

  Annuity factor 

   Net-Present-Value 
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  Imputed interest rate 

  Economic lifetime of the investment in years 

An investment is commercially beneficial if its annuity is positive. The investment alternative 

with the highest annuity is favourable when comparing different alternatives to one another. 

2.5.3.2 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units 

An important step before evaluating the commercial efficiency of conveyor and transportation 

systems is to determine the quantitative demand of transport system units for a certain 

throughput rate. A transport system unit was defined as a single mean of transport including 

its transport units in this thesis. 

The goal of this step is not to conduct a detailed material flow planning but to provide 

assistance for a demand estimation of transport system units for conveyor and transportation 

systems. The demand estimation is used as basis for the following commercial evaluation of 

conveyor and transportation systems. 

It was defined that all transport units transported by the different conveyor and transportation 

systems were identical in order to make the different systems comparable.  

The required information to determine the quantitative demand of transport system units for 

the material supply of an assembly hall from an external supply centre via a bridge are: 

     Transportation distance in external supply centre 

    Transportation distance in assembly hall 

     Transport velocity in external supply centre 

    Transport velocity in assembly hall 

    Transport distance between external supply centre and assembly hall 

    Transport velocity between external supply centre and assembly hall 

   Throughput per working day 

      Working hours per working day 

     Number of loading devices per transport system unit 

  

   

  Number of required personnel per transport system unit 

An utilisation ratio of 100% shall be assumed for all conveyor and transportation systems.  

The time it takes a conveyor or transportation system to collect the material to be transported 

in the external supply centre, transport it to its installation location in the assembly hall and 

drive back to the collection point in the external supply centre shall be defined as the 

transportation cycle time       .  

The transportation cycle time can be calculated as follows: 

        
   

   
 

  

  
   

    

    
         (8) 
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However time for loading and unloading of material and overcoming of differences in level in 

the supply centre and assembly hall has to be considered. This is done by adding 50% of the 

transport system’s transport time in external supply centre and assembly hall to       . A risk 

factor of 10% is further added to        since its calculation is based on rough assumptions. 

The formula to calculate        then looks as follows: 

       (    
   

   
     

  

  
   

    

    
)           (9) 

The amount of cycles per working day of a single transport system unit can be calculated as 

follows: 

         
    

      
          (10) 

 

The required amount of transport system units is calculated as follows: 

     
 

           
          (11) 

An additional amount of 10% of transport system units shall be considered for reasons of 

repair and maintenance. The total required amount of transport system units is therefore 

calculated as follows: 

         
 

           
         (12) 

The required amount of personnel to operate a transport system is calculated as follows: 

          

   

             (13) 

The factor 0,1 is added to formula 13 in order to proportionally consider control room 

personnel. 

The required information to determine the quantitative demand of trucks and subsequent 

conveyor systems for the material supply of an assembly hall from an external supply centre 

via road traffic is: 

    Transportation distance in assembly hall 

    Transport velocity in assembly hall 

     Transport distance between external supply centre and assembly hall 

     Transport velocity between external supply centre and assembly hall 

             Time for unloading and loading of trucks 

   Throughput per working day 

      Working hours per working day 

     Number of loading devices per transport system unit 

An utilisation ratio of 100% shall be assumed for all conveyor and transportation systems.  
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The time it takes a truck to be loaded with material in the external supply centre, transport the 

material to the assembly hall via public traffic and be unloaded and loaded again is defined as 

the transportation cycle time       .  

The transportation cycle time of a truck can be calculated as follows: 

          
  

      
                       (14) 

A risk factor of 10% is further added to        due to the uncertainties of road traffic. The 

formula to calculate        then looks as follows: 

       (  
  

      
               )           (15) 

 

The amount of cycles per working day of a truck can be calculated as follows: 

         
    

      
          (16) 

The required amount of transport system units is calculated as follows: 

     
 

           
          (17) 

The total amount of cycles of trucks per day is calculated as follows: 

 

                                    (18) 

 

The amount of loading/unloading points for the trucks is calculated by dividing the 

throughput rate λ by the amount of transport system units that can be loaded/unloaded on one 

loading/unloading point per day. This is done by using following formula: 

                  
 

                
          (19) 

 

Two forklifts respectively forklift drivers are required to unload/load the trucks at the 

loading/unloading points. An additional amount of 10% of forklifts shall be considered for 

reasons of repair and maintenance. An additional 10% of forklift drivers shall be considered 

for reasons of reserve demand. This is to ensure that enough personnel are always available in 

case of absences from work. The number of required forklifts and personnel are calculated as 

follows: 

 

                                                         (20) 

 

The transport units that have been unloaded from the trucks still have to be transported from 

the unloading points to their respective places of installation. It was defined that 50% of these 

transport units shall be transported to their place of installation via EMS and 50% via tugger 

trains. 
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The transport cycle time of the EMS and tugger trains within the assembly hall can be 

calculated according to formula (9). 

The amount of cycles per working day of a single transport system unit is calculated 

according to formula (10). 

The total required amount of transport system units is calculated according to formula (12). 

2.5.3.3 Determination of the Costs of Operation 

The costs of operation    that are considered in this thesis are costs of maintenance, energy 

costs and labour costs for operation of conveyor and transportation systems. Additionally the 

costs of operation for trucks (       ) and the costs of space (      ) for unloading/loading of 

the trucks have to be considered. The determination of these costs is described below. The 

goal of this step is not to conduct a detailed cost listing of the costs of operation but to provide 

assistance for a cost estimation of conveyor and transportation systems for the investment 

appraisal. 

A set percentage of the investment costs (Io) of a conveyor respectively transportation system 

was assumed for the estimation of the respective system’s maintenance and service costs 

(CMS) in this master thesis. A conveyor and transportation system’s maintenance and service 

costs were calculated as follows: 

    
 

   
             (21) 

With 

    Maintenance and service costs per year 

  Set percentage of investment costs 

   Investment costs 

The energy costs per year (CE) of a conveyor and transportation system are calculated as 

follows: 

                           (22) 

With 

   Energy costs per year 

   Number of drives 

   Drive motor rating 

     Cost per kWh 

   Operating time per day 

   Working days per year 

The overall labour costs for operation of the conveyor and transportation systems (CPO) can be 

calculated as follows: 

                   (23) 

With 
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    Overall labour costs 

   Required amount of personnel 

   Labour costs per year for one operator for operation of transport system unit 

 

The costs of operation for the trucks can be calculated as follows: 

                                 (24) 

With 

        Cost of operation of trucks 

        Cycles per working day of a truck 

       Costs per cycle of a truck 

The costs of space (      ) for the loading/unloading points for trucks can be calculated as 

follows: 

                                                                      (25) 

With 

         Costs of space for loading/unloading points 

                  Amount of loading/unloading points for trucks  

                 Area of one loading/unloading point 

                     Costs of space for loading/unloading point per square metre 
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2.5.4 Overall Evaluation 

The third step of the technical and commercial evaluation of different supply concepts is to 

use the results of the value benefit analysis and the investment appraisal in order to derive an 

overall decision. 

This is done by graphically showing the results of the value benefit analysis and the 

investment appraisal. Figure 19 shows a coordinate system with its ordinate displaying a 

commercial index (e.g. capital value, annuity, etc.), depending on which investment appraisal 

was used, and the abscissa displaying the value benefit. Different investment alternatives can 

be entered into this coordinate system according to their results from the value benefit 

analysis and the investment appraisal [9].  

 

Figure 19: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Commercial Index of different Alternatives 

[9] 

The results displayed in the coordinate system shown above have to be considered carefully. 

An alternative is considered to be the most favourable if it has the highest value benefit as 

well as the highest commercial benefit. The decision-maker has to determine whether the 

value benefit or the commercial benefit is more influential towards his decision if such an 

alternative does not exist, in order to be able to make a decision. Another possibility is to 

calculate the ratio of value benefit and commercial index [9]. A ranking order of different 

alternatives can be determined by use of the ratio of these indices. It is however important to 

scrutinize this ranking before making a final decision. The ratio of value benefit and 

commercial index is calculated as follows: 

       
             

                
         (26) 
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3 IMPLEMENTATION 
 

3.1 Pre-Selection of Conveyor Systems 

The first step of the technical and commercial selection of material supply concepts is to make 

a pre-selection of conveyor and transportation systems which are suitable for the specific 

transportation task. 

It had already been decided that the material supply via public roads by means of trucks was 

one material supply concept to be considered in this thesis. This was due to the fact that this 

material supply concept was considered as the benchmark case which all other material 

supply concepts shall be compared to. The reason for this is that this concept is already 

applied within the BMW production network today. The following step therefore only 

focusses on the pre-selection of suitable conveyor systems for the material supply of the 

assembly hall via the bridge. 

3.1.1 Description of the Transportation Task 

The transportation task is to supply the final assembly line in the assembly hall with material 

from the supply centre by means of conveyor systems. Assembly hall and supply centre are 

connected via a bridge along which the transport of material is carried out on. 

Following requirements have to be fulfilled by the conveyor system: 

 Large distances have to be covered. The air-line distance between assembly hall and 

supply centre is 1000m. The distances covered within the assembly hall/supply centre 

are 500m on average (2). 

 Transport has to occur in limited space due to area restrictions on the bridge and 

within the assembly hall and supply centre (3). 

 Additional transport routes and emergency exits have to be considered within the area 

of application of the conveyor system. The conveyor system has to operate along other 

conveyor systems within assembly hall and supply centre (7). 

 Permanent infrastructure such as the final assembly line within the assembly hall, pre-

assembly lines, columns and walls have got to be considered during layout planning 

(8). 

 Differences in level have to be overcome in assembly hall and supply centre because 

of production being carried out over several storeys. Differences in level have to be 

overcome in order to conduct the transport of material along the bridge (9). 

 A certain level of noise shall not be exceeded due to ergonomic regulations (11). 

 The conveyor system may have to be put into service with existing systems in the 

assembly hall in operation and within a very short amount of time (14). 

 The conveyor system shall provide a high handling flexibility (15) 

 The conveyor shall provide a high layout flexibility in case of future changes in the 

layout (16). 

 Many different variants of load shall be able to be conveyed due to the wide range of 

different material to be conveyed and possible future changes in material to be 

conveyed (18) 

 The material to be conveyed shall be secured automatically if necessary (20). 

 The material to be conveyed shall be transported in a gentle way (21). 

 Ergonomic aspects have to be considered due to ergonomic considerations and 

regulations (22). 
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 A high system complexity due to a high number of sources/sinks, branchings, long 

distances and operation alongside other conveyor systems is to be expected (23). 

 A high throughput is required (24). 

 Times for change of load have to be very short in order to be able to keep up with the 

rate of production (25) 

 The change of load has to be carried out in an ergonomic way (26). 

 The safety of personnel has to be considered due to people working close to the 

conveyor system (27). 

 A buffer function shall be included (28) 

 Maintenance shall be carried out during uptime (29).  
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Table 4 shows the completed and evaluated rating matrix consisting of the considered relevant 

basic data (rows) and considered conveyor systems during the pre-selection process 

(columns). 

Table 4: Rating of Conveyor Systems concerning the Relevant Basic Data 

 

The evaluation of the rating matrix shows that tugger trains, AGV-tugger trains, electric 

monorail systems and power & free conveyors are the conveyor systems that shall be taken 

into further consideration and examined in more detail concerning the transportation task 

described above. 

The material supply of the assembly hall from the external supply centre via the bridge using 

one of these four conveyor system was then analysed and compared to conducting the 

material supply from the external supply centre to the assembly hall via trucks. 
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To be 

considered?

Extent of system

Yes 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 5

Area confinement Yes 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 1

Condition of floor

Yes 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 1

Condition of ceiling

Yes 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 1 3

Fire protection Yes 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3 3

Traffic and escape 

routes/Mixed operation Yes 1 1 1 5 5 1 3 3 1

Permanent infrastructure

Yes 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 5 3

Diferences in level Yes 3 3 1 3 1 1 5 5 5

Extreme temperatures No

Permitted noise level Yes 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 3

Handling flexibility Yes 1 1 3 5 5 3 5 5 5

Layout flexibility Yes 1 1 3 3 3 3 5 5 1

Floor contamination Yes 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1

Variants No 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 1

Careful transport

Yes 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 3

Ergonomics Yes 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 1

System complexitiy

Yes 1 1 1 3 5 3 5 5 5

System performance Yes 1 3 1 3 3 3 3 5 5

Ease/flexibility of load 

transfer 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 3 3

Load chnage times Yes 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 5 3

Flexibility of 

handling/load transfer Yes 1 1 3 3 3 3 5 5 3

Safety of personnel Yes 3 3 1 3 3 1 3 1 3

Buffering Yes 5 3 1 3 5 1 5 5 5

Maintenance Yes 1 1 3 5 5 3 5 5 5

Mean Value 1,86956522 1,95652174 1,69565217 2,91304348 3,08695652 2,04347826 3,34782609 3,34782609 3

Critical 

Evaluations 1 0 0 3 5 0 7 11 7

Ranking 2 3 1 5 7 4 8 8 6
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3.2 Evaluation of the technical Efficiency of Material 
Supply Concepts 

The second step of the technical and commercial selection of material supply concepts is to 

conduct a qualitative evaluation of conveyor and transportation systems which are suitable for 

the specific transportation task. This is done by conducting a value benefit analysis. 

3.2.1 Value Benefit Analysis 

The value benefit analysis’ main targets were defined as flexibility, logistics, potential of 

automation, building compatibility and safety and ergonomics. These main targets and their 

associated sub-targets are based on Friedrich’s (2013) value benefit analysis for conveyor 

systems. 

The main target “Flexibility” is associated to sub-targets that evaluate a material supply 

concept with respect to its adaptability to changes in environment and production conditions. 

The following sub-targets were defined: 

 Extensibility 

 Flexibility concerning material to be conveyed 

 Flexibility concerning change in layout and material flow 

 Ability to buffer 

 Redundancy 

The sub-target “Extensibility” evaluates the material supply concept with respect to the 

possibility of increasing its capacity transporting in order to achieve an increase in 

throughput. 

The sub-target “Flexibility concerning material to be conveyed” states if a conveyor or 

transportation system is capable of transporting material with different dimensions and 

weights. 

“Flexibility concerning change in layout and material flow” evaluates the material supply 

concept with respect to its ability to adapt to changes in layout and material flow. 

The “Ability to buffer” makes it possible to synchronize the material supply with the tact of 

the final assembly line. 

“Redundancy” is associated with “Flexibility” for following reason: The easier it is to replace 

a part of a conveyor or transportation system, the more flexible it is.  

The main target “logistics” is associated to sub-targets that evaluate a material supply concept 

with respect to its ability to connect different process steps and conduct load transfer. The 

following sub-targets were defined: 

 Connectivity 

 Time for change of load 

 Transport time 

 Reliability 

“Connectivity” evaluates a material supply concepts ability to link itself to other material flow 

systems respectively to create a material flow chain with other material flow systems. 
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The change of load is the decisive process when linking different material flow systems. 

“Time for change of load” evaluates a material supply concepts ability to change load 

between these different material flow systems. 

The sub-target “Transport time” evaluates the time for transport of material from the external 

supply centre to the part’s installation location in the final assembly line. 

“Reliability” evaluates the operational availability of a material supply concept and its 

reliability of delivery. 

The main target “Potential of automation” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to 

its ability to be automated in order to achieve a fully automated material flow. Only one sub-

target was defined for this main target: 

 Possibility of automation 

The sub-target “Possibility of automation” has the same definition as its main target. 

The main target “building compatibility” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to 

its ability to adapt to constructional limitations. The following sub-targets were defined: 

 Adaptability 

 Accessibility of the system 

 Space requirements 

The sub-target “Adaptability” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to its ability to 

be integrated into existing building structures. 

“Accessibility of the system” states how easily a system can be reached via maintenance 

routes or other access routes. 

“Space requirements” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to the space it requires 

for transportation routes and storage and handling areas. 

The main target “Safety and ergonomics” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to 

safety and labour conditions. The following sub-targets were defined: 

 Accident safety 

 Creation of physical obstacles 

 Ergonomics 

 Emission avoidance 

The sub-target “Accident safety” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to its 

danger for personnel due to accidents between conveyor or transportation systems and 

workforce. 

“Creation of physical obstacles” evaluates a material supply concept’s creation of physical 

obstacles for personnel or other material flow systems. This can include cutting off and 

blocking emergency routes for personnel or transport routes for material flow systems. 

“Ergonomics” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to its ergonomic working 

conditions for the workforce. 
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The sub-target “Emission avoidance” evaluates a material supply concept with respect to its 

acoustic emissions, particulates emissions and health hazardous risks for the workforce. 

The weighting factors for the main targets and sub-targets were then determined, after having 

defined the evaluation criteria. Weighting the evaluation criteria is a subjective decision 

process. The pair-by-pair comparison method was applied in order to minimize subjectivity 

during the weighting process. 
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Table 5 shows the weighting factors for the evaluation criteria resulting from the pair-by-pair 

comparison. 

The detailed pair-by-pair comparison can be found in appendix A. 

Table 5: Weighting Factors of Evaluation Criteria 

Main targets Modal 

weight [%] 
Sub-targets Modal 

weight [%] 

Flexibility 30 Extensibility 20 

Flexibility concerning material to be 

conveyed 

20 

Flexibility concerning change in layout 

and material flow 

20 

Ability to buffer 20 

Redundancy 20 

 Sum 100 

Logistics 30 Connectivity 25 

Time for change of load 25 

Transport time 25 

Reliability 25 

 Sum 100 

Potential of 

automation 

5 Possibility of automation 100 

 Sum 100 

Building 

compatibility 

30 Adaptability 16,67 

Accessibility of the system 16,67 

Space requirements 66,66 

 Sum 100 

Safety and 

ergonomics 

5 Accident safety 25 

Creation of physical obstacles 25 

Ergonomics 25 

Emission avoidance 25 

Sum 100 Sum 100 
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The different alternatives were then evaluated according to all sub-targets with target values. 

The target values were defined as: 

 10 for excellent 

 8 for very good 

 6 for good 

 4 for satisfactory 

 2 for sufficient 

The alternatives’ total benefits were calculated from their partial benefits and multiplied by 

100 in order to make it clearer to draw conclusions from the value benefit analysis. 

The detailed value benefit analysis can be found in appendix B. 

3.3 Evaluation of the commercial Efficiency of Material 
Supply Concepts 

The third step of the technical and commercial selection of conveyor and transportation 

systems is to evaluate their commercial efficiency. 

3.3.1 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport System 
Units 

First, the quantitative demand of transport system units was determined for the considered 

conveyor and transportation systems for different throughput rates. This step was carried out 

in order to provide assistance for the demand estimation which is used as basis for the 

commercial evaluation of the considered conveyor and transportation systems. 

It was defined that all transport units transported by the different conveyor and transportation 

systems were identical in order to make the different systems comparable.  

The transportation distance in the external supply centre     and the assembly hall    were 

assumed to be 500 m on average since no detailed layout planning had yet been carried out for 

this supply concept. Further this assumption assured a general approach to this problem in 

order to make the results obtained from this master thesis transferable to other plants within 

the BMW production network. 

The transport velocity in the external supply centre     and the assembly hall    were 

determined in close consultation with manufacturers of the respective conveyor and 

transportation systems. 

The transportation distance between the external supply centre and the assembly hall     is 

1000 m when connecting the external supply centre and the assembly hall via the bridge. The 

transportation distance    between external supply centre and assembly hall is 4000m when 

carrying out the transport via the road with trucks. 

The transport velocity between external supply centre and assembly hall         was also 

determined in close consultation with manufacturers of the respective systems. 

Demand estimations for transport system units of the respective conveyor and transportation 

systems were carried out for different throughput rates per working day   in order to evaluate 
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the different systems’ commercial efficiency at different throughput rates. Demand 

estimations were carried out for throughput rates of 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000 and 10000 

transport units per working day. 

It should be mentioned that throughput rates of 8000 and 10000 transport units per working 

day are very high and quite unrealistic. They shall be considered for the sake of completeness 

nonetheless. A throughput rate between 2000 and 6000 transport units per working day may 

be considered realistic. 

The number of working hours per working day      is 16 hours in two-shift operation. 

The number of loading devices per transport system unit     was determined in close 

consultation with manufacturers of the respective systems. 
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3.3.1.1 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units for Material Supply Concepts with Tugger Trains 

The transportation velocity in the external supply centre (   ) and assembly hall (  ) of 

tugger trains was defined to be      
 

 
 on average. The transport velocity between external 

supply centre and assembly hall (  ) was defined to be      
 

 
 .The transportation cycle time 

for tugger trains was calculated according to formula 9: 

               

The amount of cycles per working day of a tugger train was calculated according to formula 

10: 

            
      

   
 

Tugger trains can have four or five trailers which are defined as main loading devices in this 

case. The number of loading devices per transport system unit     was therefore defined with 

an average value of 4,5. 

Table 6 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      and the required amount of personnel    for the material supply with tugger trains 

for the different throughput rates λ.   

   

 was defined as 1 since one operator is required per 

tugger train. The calculations of      and    were carried out according to formula 12 and 

13: 

Table 6: Total required Transport System Units and Personnel for Tugger Trains 

λ  
               

           
           

2000 24 24,1 

4000 48 48,1 

6000 74 74,1 

8000 98 98,1 

10000 122 122,1 
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3.3.1.2 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units for Material Supply Concepts with AGVS 

The transportation velocity in the external supply centre (   ) and assembly hall (  ) of an 

AGV was defined to be      
 

 
 on average. The transport velocity between external supply 

centre and assembly hall (  ) was defined to be      
 

 
 .The transportation cycle time for 

AGVs was calculated according to formula 9. However 10% of the time on the bridge was 

added to         in order to consider the waiting time at the interface between automatic and 

manual operation. This lead to following formula for        for material supply concepts with 

AGVS: 

            (    
   

   
     

  

  
       

    

    
)      

 

               

 

The amount of cycles per working day of an AGV was calculated according to formula 10: 

            
      

   
 

AGVs always have four trailers which are defined as main loading devices in this case. The 

number of loading devices per transport system unit     was therefore defined as 4. 

Table 7 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      and the required amount of personnel    for material supply concepts with AGVs 

for the different throughput rates λ.  

The number of required personnel per AGV   

   

 was defined as 0,5.   

   

 was calculated by 

dividing the AGV’s transportation time on the bridge by        of an AGV. 

The calculations of      and   were carried out according to formula 12 and 13: 

Table 7: Total required Transport System Units and Personnel for AGVS 

λ  
               

           
           

2000 28 14,1 

4000 55 27,6 

6000 83 41,6 

8000 110 55,1 

10000 138 69,1 
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3.3.1.3 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units for Material Supply Concepts with EMS 

The transportation velocity in the external supply centre (   ) and assembly hall (  ) of EMS 

vehicles was defined to be      
 

 
 on average. The transport velocity between external supply 

centre and assembly hall (  ) was defined to be     
 

 
 .The transportation cycle time for EMS 

vehicles was calculated according to formula 9. However only 40% of the EMS vehicles’s 

transport time in external supply centre and assembly were added to       . This is due to 

shorter times for loading and unloading and shorter times for overcoming differences in level 

compared to tugger trains and AGVs. This lead to following formula for the calculation of 

       for EMS vehicles: 

       (    
   

   
     

  

  
   

    

    
)      

               

The amount of cycles per working day of an EMS vehicle was calculated according to 

formula 10: 

            
      

   
 

EMS always have one hanger which is defined as main loading devices in this case. The 

number of loading devices per transport system unit     was therefore always 1 for EMS. 

EMS run fully automatically. No personnel to operate the system except for the control room 

personnel is required. 

Table 8 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      and the required amount of personnel    for material supply concepts with EMS 

for the different throughput rates λ.  An EMS’ transport system units run fully automatically 

which is why only the factor 0,1 for control room personnel has to be taken into account for 

the calculation of the required amount of personnel. The calculation of      and    were 

carried out according to formula 12 and 13: 

Table 8: Total required Transport System Units and Personnel for EMS 

λ  
               

           
           

2000 169 0,1 

4000 339 0,1 

6000 508 0,1 

8000 677 0,1 

10000 846 0,1 
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3.3.1.4 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units for Material Supply Concepts with P&F Conveyors 

The transportation velocity in the external supply centre (   ) and assembly hall (  ) of P&F 

conveyors was defined to be     
 

 
 on average. The transport velocity between external 

supply centre and assembly hall (  ) was defined to be     
 

 
.The transportation cycle time 

for P&F conveyors was calculated according to formula 9. 

                

The amount of cycles per working day of a P&F vehicle was calculated according to formula 

10: 

           
      

   
 

P&F conveyors always have one hanger which is defined as main loading devices in this case. 

The number of loading devices per transport system unit     was therefore always 1 for P&F 

conveyors. 

P&F conveyors run fully automatically. No personnel to operate the system except for the 

control room personnel is required. 

Table 9 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      and the required amount of personnel    for material supply concepts with P&F 

conveyors for the different throughput rates λ. A P&F conveyor’s transport system units run 

fully automatically which is why only the factor 0,1 for control room personnel has to be 

taken into account for the calculation of the required amount of personnel. The calculation of 

     and    was carried out according to formula 12 and 13: 

Table 9: Total required Transport System Units and Personnel for P&F Conveyors 

λ  
               

           
           

2000 440 0,1 

4000 880 0,1 

6000 1320 0,1 

8000 1760 0,1 

10000 2640 0,1 
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3.3.1.5 Determination of the quantitative Demand of Transport 
System Units for Material Supply Concepts with Trucks 

The transportation distance in the assembly hall    for the material supply with trucks was 

again assumed to be 500 m on average. 

The transportation velocity in the assembly hall (  ) of tugger trains and EMS vehicles is 

equal to their velocities determined above.  

The transportation distance between the external supply centre and the assembly hall    is 

5000 m when conducting the material transport via road traffic with trucks.  

The transport velocity between external supply centre and assembly hall (  ) was defined to 

be      
 

 
 . The transportation cycle time for trucks was calculated according to formula 15: 

                

The amount of cycles per working day of a truck was calculated according to formula 16: 

           
      

   
 

Trucks are loaded with 72 transport units which are defined as main loading devices in this 

case. The number of loading devices per transport system unit     was therefore defined as 72 

for trucks. 

Table 10 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      , the total amount of cycles per day, the amount of unloading points for tucks  and 

the number of forklifts respectively forklift drivers for the different throughput rates λ. The 

calculations of      ,              ,                    and                              were 

carried out according to formulas 17, 18, 19 and 20: 

Table 10: Total required Transport System Units, Unloading Points and Personnel for Trucks 

λ  
               

           
                                                                     

2000 4 28 6 13 

4000 8 56 11 24 

6000 12 84 17 37 

8000 16 112 23 51 

10000 20 140 29 64 
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The transportation cycle times for tugger trains and EMS vehicles in the assembly hall were 

calculated according to formula 9: 

                             

                    

The amount of cycles per working day of a tugger train and an EMS vehicle were calculated 

according to formula 10: 

                         
      

   
 

                        
      

   
 

Table 11 shows the results of the calculation of the total required amount of transport systems 

units      and the required amount of personnel   for tugger trains and EMS for the different 

throughput rates λ. The calculation of      was carried out according to formula 12. The 

required amount of personnel was calculated according to formula 12: 

Table 11: Total required Transport System Units and Personnel for Tugger Trains and EMS 

λ  
               

           
                                                     

2000 4 4,1 26 0,1 

4000 7 7,1 53 0,1 

6000 10 10,1 79 0,1 

8000 12 12,1 105 0,1 

10000 15 15,1 132 0,1 
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3.3.2 Cost Listing 

A cost listing for the considered conveyor and transportation systems was created based on 

the results of chapter 3.3.1 and information provided by manufacturers of conveyor systems 

and appropriate departments at BMW. 

3.3.2.1 Investment Costs 

The investment costs for tugger trains consist of costs for the tractor units, trailers, carriers, 

project planning costs and the costs for the bridge. Table 12 shows the result of the cost listing 

of the investment costs for material supply concepts with tugger trains for different 

throughput rates. 

Table 12: Investment Costs for Tugger Trains 

λ  
               

           
        

2000 4822400 

4000 5844800 

6000 6952400 

8000 7974800 

10000 8997200 

The investment costs for AGVS consist of costs for the automated guided vehicles (AGV), 

the guidance and control system, infrastructure and peripherals, trailers, carriers, project 

planning costs and the costs for the bridge. Table 13 shows the result of the cost listing of the 

investment costs for material supply concepts with AGVS for different throughput rates. 

Table 13: Investment Costs for AGVS 

λ  
               

           
        

2000 7797200 

4000 11015600 

6000 14353200 

8000 17571600 

10000 20909200 
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The investment costs for EMS consist of costs for the rail system, travelling gears, hangers, 

lifters, structural steelwork, maintenance and diagnostics area, electrical equipment, project 

planning costs and the costs for the bridge. Table 14 shows the result of the cost listing of the 

investment costs for material supply concepts with EMS for different throughput rates. 

Table 14: Investment Costs for EMS 

λ  
               

           
        

2000 15807400 

4000 17337400 

6000 18858400 

8000 20379400 

10000 21900400 

No detailed information for a cost listing of P&F conveyors could be collected. The 

investments costs of P&F conveyors were therefore calculated by using 80% of the 

investment costs of EMS as a reference value. This reference value is commonly used in the 

department TP-440 at BMW. The investment costs for P&F conveyors therefore consist of the 

costs resulting from the reference value and the costs for the bridge. Table 15 shows the result 

of the cost listing of the investment costs for material supply concepts with P&F conveyors 

for different throughput rates. 

Table 15: Investment Costs for P&F Conveyors 

λ  
               

           
        

2000 13385920 

4000 14609920 

6000 15826720 

8000 17043520 

10000 18260320 
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The investment cost for the material supply via trucks consist of costs for forklifts and the 

costs for tugger trains and the EMS for further transport to the place of installation. Table 16 

shows the result of the cost listing of the investment costs for material supply concepts with 

trucks for different throughput rates. 

Table 16: Investment Costs for Trucks 

λ  
               

           
        

2000 3530444 

4000 4189644 

6000 5046044 

8000 5570244 

10000 6594644 

3.3.2.2 Costs of Operation 

The costs of operation (  ) were calculated based on chapter 2.5.3.3 and the results of chapter 

3.3.1. 

The costs of operation for material supply concepts with tugger trains were determined as 

follows: The maintenance and service costs per year (   ) were calculated according to 

formula 21.  The set percentage of the investment costs used to calculate the maintenance and 

service costs per year was set to 15% for tugger trains.  

The energy costs per year (  ) were calculated according to formula 22. The number of drives 

was equivalent to the number of tugger trains in circulation which was equal to the total 

required amount of transport systems units      in table 6 divided by 1,1. The drive motor 

rating (  ) of a tugger train’s tractor unit was determined to be 3kW. The costs per kWh 

(    ) were set to 13,5 
  

   
. The operating time per day (  ) of tugger trains was assumed to 

be 13,5 
 

  
. The number of working days per year (WD) is 240.  

The overall labour costs (   ) were calculated according to formula 23. The number of 

operators required for the operation of the transport system can be found in table 6. The 

labour costs per year for one operator for the operation of a conveyor system was set at 64600 

€ per year.  
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Table 17 shows the costs of operation of material supply concepts with tugger trains for 

different throughput rates. 

Table 17: Costs of Operation for Tugger Trains 

λ 

 
               

           
  

                                                  

2000 723360 28868 1556860 2309088 

4000 876720 57737 3107260 4041717 

6000 1042860 87917 4786860 5917637 

8000 1196220 116786 6337260 7650266 

10000 1349580 145654 7887660 9382894 

The costs of operation for material supply concepts with AGVS were determined as follows: 

The maintenance and service costs per year (   ) were calculated according to formula 21.  

The set percentage of the investment costs used to calculate the maintenance and service costs 

per year was set to 15% for AGVS.  

The energy costs per year (  ) were calculated according to formula 22. The number of drives 

was equivalent to the number of AGVs in circulation which was equal to the total required 

amount of transport systems units      in table 7 divided by 1,1. The drive motor rating (  ) 

of an AGV was determined to be 3kW. The costs per kWh (    ) were set to 13,5 
  

   
. The 

operating time per day (  ) of AGVS was assumed to be 13,5 
 

  
. The number of working 

days per year (WD) is 240.  

The overall labour costs (   ) were calculated according to formula 23. The number of 

operators required for the operation of the transport system can be found in table 7. The 

labour costs per year for one operator for the operation of a conveyor system was set at 64600 

€ per year.  

Table 18 shows the costs of operation of material supply concepts with AGVS for different 

throughput rates. 

Table 18: Costs of Operation for AGVS 

λ 

 
               

           
  

                                                  

2000 1169580 32805 910860 2113245 

4000 1652340 65610 1782960 3500910 

6000 2152980 98415 2687360 4938755 

8000 2635740 131220 3559460 6326420 

10000 3136380 164025 4463860 7764265 
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The costs of operation for material supply concepts with EMS were determined as follows: 

The maintenance and service costs per year (   ) were calculated according to formula 21.  

The set percentage of the investment costs used to calculate the maintenance and service costs 

per year was set to 15% for EMS.  

The energy costs per year (  ) of the travelling gears were calculated according to formula 

22. The number of drives was equivalent to the number of travelling gears in circulation 

which was equal to the total required amount of transport systems units      in table 8 divided 

by 1,1. The drive motor rating (  ) of a travelling gear was determined to be 0,37kW. The 

costs per kWh (    ) were set to 13,5 
  

   
. The operating time per day (  ) of a travelling 

gear was assumed to be 13,5 
 

  
. The number of working days per year (WD) is 240.  

The energy costs per year (  ) of the lifters were also calculated according to formula 22. The 

number of drives was assumed to be 15. The drive motor rating (  ) of a lifter was 

determined to be 11kW. The costs per kWh (    ), the operating time per day (  ) of a lifter 

and the number of working days per year (WD) are the same as in the calculation for the 

energy costs of the travelling gears.  

The overall labour costs (   ) were calculated according to formula 23. The number of 

operators required for the operation of the conveyor system can be found in table 8. The 

labour costs per year for one operator for the operation of a conveyor system was set at 64600 

€ per year.  

Table 19 shows the costs of operation of material supply concepts with EMS for different 

throughput rates. 

Table 19: Costs of Operation for EMS 

λ 

 
               

           
  

                                                  

2000 2371110 91748 6460 2469318 

4000 2600610 119344 6460 2726414 

6000 2828760 146940 6460 2982160 

8000 3056910 174374 6460 3237744 

10000 3285060 201970 6460 3493490 

The costs of operation for material supply concepts with P&F conveyors were determined as 

follows: The maintenance and service costs per year (   ) were calculated according to 

formula 21.  The set percentage of the investment costs used to calculate the maintenance and 

service costs per year was set to 20% for P&F conveyors.  

The energy costs per year (  ) of the power units were calculated according to formula 22. 

The number of power units was assumed to be 60. This assumption was made based on the 

fact that one power unit is required per 100m along the P&F track.  The drive motor rating 

(  ) of a power unit was determined to be 0,9kW. The costs per kWh (    ) were set to 13,5 
  

   
. The operating time per day (  ) of a power unit was assumed to be 16 

 

  
. The number 

of working days per year (WD) is 240.  
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The energy costs per year (  ) of the lifters are calculated in the same way as for the EMS. 

The overall labour costs (   ) were calculated according to formula 23. The number of 

operators required for the operation of the conveyor system can be found in table 9. The 

labour costs per year for one operator for the operation of a conveyor system was set at 64600 

€ per year.  

Table 20 shows the costs of operation of material supply concepts with P&F conveyors for 

different throughput rates. 

Table 20: Costs of Operation for P&F Conveyors 

λ 

 
               

           
  

                                                  

2000 2677184 94818 6460 2778462 

4000 2921984 97491 6460 3025935 

6000 3165344 100164 6460 3271968 

8000 3408704 102837 6460 3518001 

10000 3652064 105510 6460 3764034 

The costs of operation for material supply concepts with trucks were determined as follows: 

The costs of operation for the trucks (       ) were calculated by using formula 24. The costs 

per cycle (      ) were assumed to be 22,5€. This assumption is based on actual costs of 

operation for trucks from different external supply centres within the BMW production 

network. The total amount of cycles per day (             ) of trucks can be found in table 10. 

Table 21 shows the costs of operation for trucks for different throughput rates.  

The cost of space (      ) for the loading/unloading points of trucks was calculated according 

to formula 25. The amount of unloading points (                 ) for different throughput 

rates can be found in table 10. The area of one loading/unloading point (                ) was 

assumed to be 307,32 m
2
. The annual costs of space for the loading/unloading points were 

assumed to be 12,3 €/m
2
.  

No other costs of operation result for the trucks. The following costs of operation incur for 

unloading and loading of the trucks with forklifts and transport of the material to the place of 

installation via tugger trains or EMS. 

The maintenance and service costs per year (   ) for the forklifts, tugger trains and EMS 

were calculated according to formula 21.  The set percentage of the investment costs used to 

calculate the maintenance and service costs per year was set to 15%. 

The energy costs per year (  ) for the forklifts, tugger trains and EMS were calculated 

according to formula 22. The number of drives was equivalent to the number of 

forklifts/tugger trains/EMS in circulation which was equal to the total required amount of 

transport systems units      in table 10 and 11 divided by 1,1. The drive motor rating (  ) of 

forklift was determined to be 3kW. The remaining values for the calculation of the energy 

costs of the forklift, tugger trains and EMS are equivalent to the values used in the respective 

calculations above. 
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The overall labour costs (   ) for operation of the forklifts, tugger trains and EMS were 

calculated according to formula 23. The number of operators required for the operation of the 

forklifts/tugger trains/EMS can be found in table 10 and 11. 

Table 21 shows the costs of operation for the material supply of the assembly hall via trucks 

for different throughput rates. 

Table 21: Costs of Operation for Trucks 

λ 

 
               

           
  

          
       

         

       

      
       

    
        

     
        

      
      

2000 151200 22680 348740 57247 1111120 1690987 

4000 302400 41580 447620 78189 2015520 2885309 

6000 453600 64260 552230 101757 3049120 4220967 

8000 604800 86940 654710 123849 4082720 5553019 

10000 756000 109620 760670 147579 5116320 6890189 

3.3.3 Investment Appraisals 

The economic lifetime of the investment alternatives ( ) was set at 8 years. The imputed 

interest rate ( ) was set at 12%. Indirect costs, the liquidation proceeds at the end of the 

investments’ economic lifetime (  ) and the disposal costs at the end of the investments’ 

economic lifetime (  ) were not considered. 

The NPVs of the considered material supply concepts for different throughput rates were 

calculated according to formula 6. The results of these calculations are shown in table 22. 

Table 22: Net Present Value of all considered Material Supply Concepts 

λ 

 
               

           
  

 

       [€] 
 

         [€] 
 

        [€] 
 

        [€] 
 

           [€] 

2000 -17669473 -19554661 -29545945 -28844449 -12938588 

4000 -28331701 -30493613 -32506350 -31445315 -20323638 

6000 -39876357 -41830951,2 -35450243,6 -34030968,4 -28530238,1 

8000 50538584,9 -52769903 -38393236,3 -36616622,2 -36702575,8 

10000 -61200807,3 -64107241,2 -41337130,3 -39202276 -44929588,5 
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The annuity factors of the considered material supply concepts were calculated for different 

throughput rates according to formula 7. The results of these calculations are shown in table 

23. 

Table 23: Annuity Factors of all considered Material Supply Concepts 

λ 

 
               

           
  

 

       

[€/year] 

 

        

[€/year] 

 

        
[€/year] 

 

        
[€/year] 

 

          
[€/year] 

2000 -3871694,9 -4284773,09 -6474040,49 -6320330,36 -2835074,2 

4000 -6207978,16 -6681691,44 -7122717,73 -6890226,14 -4453269,48 

6000 -8737617,06 -9165903,32 -7767777,11 -7456788,75 -6251481,18 

8000 -11073900,3 -11562821,7 -8412639,01 -8023351,35 -8042185,31 

10000 -13410182,3 -14047033,5 -9057698,4 -8589913,96 -9844869,71 

3.4 Overall Evaluation 

The results of the value benefit analysis and the investment appraisal where then used in order 

to conduct an overall analysis. 

The ratio of the different material supply concepts’ value benefits and annuity factors were 

calculated according to formula 26 in order to obtain a ranking order of the alternatives. The 

ratio was also multiplied by a factor of 1000000 in order to express it in whole numbers. This 

lead to following modified formula: 

       
             

      
         

Figure 20 shows a coordinate system displaying the alternatives’ value benefit and annuity 

factor for a throughput rate of 2000 transport units per working day. 

 

Figure 20: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Annuity Factor 
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Table 24 shows the ratio of the different alternatives value benefits and annuity factors for a 

throughput rate of 2000 transport units per working day. 

Table 24: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for all considered Material Supply 

Concepts 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

rvb;ci 527 462 756 923 1132 

Rank 4 5 3 2 1 

Figure 21 shows a coordinate system displaying the alternatives’ value benefit and annuity 

factor for a throughput rate of 4000 transport units per working day. 

 

Figure 21: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Annuity Factor 

Table 25 shows the ratio of the different alternatives value benefits and annuity factors for a 

throughput rate of 4000 transport units per working day. 

Table 25: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for all considered Material Supply 

Concepts 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

rvb;ci 479 424 485 576 721 

Rank 4 5 3 2 1 
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Figure 22 shows a coordinate system displaying the alternatives’ value benefit and annuity 

factor for a throughput rate of 6000 transport units per working day. 

 

Figure 22: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Annuity Factor 

Table 26 shows the ratio of the different alternatives value benefits and annuity factors for a 

throughput rate of 6000 transport units per working day. 

Table 26: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for all considered Material Supply 

Concepts 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

rvb;ci 439 392 353 409 513 

Rank 2 4 5 3 1 
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Figure 23 shows a coordinate system displaying the alternatives’ value benefit and annuity 

factor for a throughput rate of 8000 transport units per working day. 

 

Figure 23: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Annuity Factor 

Table 27 shows the ratio of the different alternatives value benefits and annuity factors for a 

throughput rate of 8000 transport units per working day. 

Table 27: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for all considered Material Supply 

Concepts 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

rvb;ci 406 364 280 323 399 

Rank 1 3 5 4 2 
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Figure 24 shows a coordinate system displaying the alternatives’ value benefit and annuity 

factor for a throughput rate of 10000 transport units per working day. 

 

Figure 24: Illustration of the Value Benefit and the Annuity Factor 

Table 28 shows the ratio of the different alternatives value benefits and annuity factors for a 

throughput rate of 10000 transport units per working day. 

Table 28: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for all considered Material Supply 

Concepts 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

rvb;ci 377 340 231 267 326 

Rank 1 2 5 4 3 
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4 RESULTS  

4.1 Value Benefit Analysis 

Table 29 shows the value benefit analysis’ results. 

The detailed value benefit analysis can be found in appendix B. 

Table 29: Results of the Value Benefit Analysis 

 EMS P&F AGVS TT Truck 

Flexibility 2,4 1,8 2,4 2,76 3 

Logistics 2,85 2,4 2,7 2,85 2,1 

Potential of automation 0,5 0,4 0,4 0,3 0,2 

Building compatibility 2,8 2,8 2,2 2,6 2,2 

Safety and ergonomics 0,5 0,425 0,4 0,425 0,375 

Value benefit (*100) 853 730,5 810 869 802,5 

Rank 2 5 3 1 4 

The value benefit analysis’ result is that the material supply via the bridge with tugger trains 

is the most preferable material supply concept followed by the material supply via the bridge 

with EMS and AGVS. The material supply concept via the road with trucks is ranked fourth. 

The supply with P&F conveyors is ranked fifth. 

The similar value benefits of the different alternatives (note: the value benefit was multiplied 

by a factor of 100 in the table above in order to make the results of the value benefit analysis 

more significant) suggest that they are similar concerning their technical functionality. The 

Figure in appendix B shows that there are differences concerning the different alternatives’ 

partial benefits for the different sub-targets. These differences are however often very small. 

This is partly due to the fact that systems that are not suitable for this transportation task were 

neglected during the pre-selection of conveyor systems. 

Appendix C shows a detailed analysis of the evaluation of the sub-targets. Each alternative’s 

partial benefits of all sub-targets are shown. All alternatives’ technical functionalities are 

thereby compared for the different sub-targets. It can be seen that the evaluations of the 

alternatives concerning the sub-targets do not differ strongly for almost all sub-targets. 

The author decided to consider the results from the value benefit analysis for the overall 

evaluation of the different material supply concepts. He however considered the results of the 

value benefit analysis to be less important than the commercial evaluation. This is due to the 

high subjectivity linked to the selection of the main and sub-targets and their evaluation. 
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4.2 Cost Listings 

4.2.1 Investment Costs 

The different alternatives’ investment costs (  ) were illustrated for different throughput rates 

as shown in Figure 25. These investment costs can be found in tables 12-16. 

 

Figure 25: Investment Costs for different Throughput Rates 

Figure 25 shows that the investment costs of the material supply concept with trucks are the 

lowest for all considered throughput rates. This is mainly due to the fact that transport from 

the external supply centre to the assembly hall is carried out by a logistics service provider 

who also possesses the trucks which means that no investment costs arise for the trucks. 

BMW is only in charge of unloading and loading of the trucks and transport of the material 

from the loading/unloading point to the place of installation. This means that investment costs 

only arise for the forklifts and the tugger trains and EMS for transport of the material to the 

place of installation. Further no costs for the bridge arise compared to all other considered 

supply concepts. 

The investment costs of the material supply concept with tugger trains are also comparatively 

low throughout all considered throughput rates. The material supply concept with tugger 

trains consistently has the second lowest investment costs. This can be explained with the low 

investment costs for tugger trains and their accessories. 

The investment costs of the material supply concept with AGVS are comparatively low for 

low throughput rates. This supply concept has the third lowest investment costs for low and 

medium throughput rates. However the investment costs significantly rise with increasing 

throughput rates and exceed the investment costs of the material supply concept with P&F 

conveyors at a throughput rate of about 8000 transport units per working day. The investment 

costs approach the investment costs of the material supply concept with EMS with a further 

increase in throughput. This increase in investment costs is mainly due to the high investment 
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costs for the automated guided vehicles (AGV), the costs for the guidance and control system 

and the infrastructure and peripherals. 

Material supply concepts with EMS and P&F conveyors exhibit similar investment costs for 

the different considered throughput rates. This is due to the fact the investment costs of P&F 

conveyors were set at 80% of the investment costs of EMS. The investment costs for EMS 

and are the highest of all considered material supply concepts for all considered throughput 

rates. The investment costs of material supply concepts with P&F conveyors behave in a 

similar way as they do for material supply concepts with EMS. However they constantly lie 

below the investment costs of material supply concepts with EMS and are exceeded by the 

investment costs of material supply concepts with AGVS at a throughput rate of 8000 

transport units per working day. The high costs of material supply concepts with EMS and 

P&F conveyors mainly occur due to the high costs for their rail system, structural steelwork 

and the travelling gears and hangers. 

4.2.2 Costs of Operation 

The different alternatives’ costs of operation (  ) were illustrated for different throughput 

rates as shown in Figure 26. These costs of operation can be found in tables 17-21. 

 

Figure 26: Costs of Operation for different Throughput Rates 

The costs of operation are comparatively low for material supply concepts with EMS and 

P&F conveyors throughout all considered throughput rates. Their costs of operation are 

slightly higher than the other material supply concepts’ costs of operation for a throughput 

rate of approximately 2000 transport units per working day. However the costs of operation of 

material supply concepts with EMS and P&F conveyors only increase slightly with an 

increase in throughput. These two material supply concepts have the lowest costs of operation 

compared to all other considered material supply concepts starting from a throughput of 4000 

transport units per working day and greater. This is mainly due to the fact that these conveyor 

systems run fully automatically. Low overall labour costs occur therefore. The slightly higher 
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costs of operation of the P&F conveyors compared to EMS result from the P&F conveyors’ 

higher maintenance and service costs per year. 

The material supply concept with trucks has the lowest costs of operation of all considered 

material supply concepts for low throughput rates. Its costs of operation significantly rise with 

increasing throughput rates. The costs of operation of the material supply concepts exceed the 

costs of operation of the material supply concepts with EMS and P&F conveyors at a 

throughput rate of approximately 4000 transport units per working day. Its costs of operation 

remain below the costs of operation of material supply concepts with tugger trains and AGVS 

for all considered throughput rates. The strong increase in costs of operation is mainly due to 

increasing costs of operation for the trucks, the costs of space and the increase of overall 

labour costs for operation of the forklifts, tugger trains and EMS with an increasing 

throughput. 

An even stronger increase in the costs of operation with increasing throughput rates can be 

observed for material supply concepts with AGVS and tugger trains. They have 

comparatively low costs of operation for low throughput rates. However their costs of 

operation increase significantly with an increase in throughput and exceed the costs of 

operation of all other considered material supply concepts at a throughput rate slightly 

exceeding 2000 transport units per working day. This increase can mainly be explained with 

the increase of overall labour costs with increasing throughput rates. The greater need for 

personnel for material supply concepts with tugger trains compared to material supply 

concepts with AGVS explains the relative increase of costs of operation of tugger trains 

compared to AGVS for increasing throughput rates. It should again be mentioned that the 

AGVs only drive fully automatically along the bridge for the material supply concept with 

AGVS. The AGVs are operated manually in the external supply centre and assembly hall due 

to technical reasons.   
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4.3 Investment Appraisals 

The Annuity (A) of the different material supply concepts for different throughput rates was 

illustrated as shown in Figure 27. These annuity factors can be found in table 23. 

 

Figure 27: Annuity Factors for different Throughput Rates 

Figure 27 shows that the material supply concept with trucks has the lowest annuity factor of 

all considered material supply concepts for low and medium throughput rates. Its annuity 

factor is approximately equal to the hanging conveyor technologies’ annuity factor at 8000 

transport units per working day and exceeds their annuity factor for even higher throughputs. 

The annuity factor of the material supply concept with trucks constantly lies below the 

annuity factors of the material supply concepts with tugger trains and AGVS for all 

considered throughput rates. 

The slopes of the graphs resulting from the annuity factors of material supply concepts with 

EMS and P&F conveyors are comparatively moderate. Their annuity factors for low 

throughput rates are the highest of all considered material supply concepts. However they do 

not strongly increase with increasing throughput rates. Their annuity factors are lower than 

the annuity factors of material supply concepts with tugger trains or AGVS and higher than 

the annuity factor of the material supply concept with trucks for medium throughput rates. 

They have the lowest annuity factors of all considered alternatives for high throughput rates. 

The slope of the graphs resulting from the annuity factors of material supply concepts with 

tugger trains and AGVS are comparatively strong. Their annuity factors for low throughput 

rates are comparatively low and lie above the annuity factors of the material supply concept 

with trucks and below the annuity factors of the material supply concepts with EMS and P&F 

conveyors. However their annuity factors strongly increase for increasing throughput rates. 

Their annuity factors are the highest of all considered alternatives for medium and high 

throughput rates. 
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4.4 Overall Evaluation 

Figure 28 shows the ratios of the value benefits and annuity factors of all considered material 

supply concepts for all considered throughput rates. A material supply concept is more 

beneficial the higher the ratio of value benefit and annuity factor is. 

 

Figure 28: Ratios of Value Benefit and Annuity Factor for different Throughput Rates 

The results of the overall evaluation are almost equivalent to the results of the investment 

appraisals. This is mainly due to the fact that the value benefits are constant throughout all 

considered throughput rates. 

The graphs in figure 28 show that that the material supply concept via the road with trucks is 

the most advantageous solution for almost all throughput rates due to the fact of having the 

highest ratio of value benefit and annuity factor for almost all throughput rates. Its ratio of 

value benefit and annuity factor approaches the ratio of the material supply concepts with an 

EMS and a P&F conveyor via the bridge at a throughput rate of approximately 8000 transport 

units per working day and falls below their ratios for a throughput rate of 10000 transport 

units per day. 

The material supply concept with tugger trains via the bridge is the second most favourable 

concept for low throughput rates. Its ratio of value benefit and annuity factor approaches the 

ratio of the material supply concepts with an EMS and a P&F conveyor at a throughput rate of 

6000 transport units per working day and falls below their ratios beyond this point. 

The ratio of value benefit and annuity factor of the material supply concept with AGVS 

behaves similarly to the ratio of the material supply concept with tugger trains. However its 

ratio constantly lies slightly below the ratio of the supply concept with tugger trains. 

The material supply concept with an EMS via the bridge has the second lowest ratio of value 

benefit and annuity factor for low throughput rates. However its ratio approaches the ratios of 

the material supply concepts with tugger trains and AGVS with an increasing throughput rate 
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and exceeds them for high throughput rates. Its ratio approaches the ratio of the material 

supply concept with trucks at a transport rate of 8000 transport units per working day and 

exceeds it beyond this point. 

The ratio of value benefit and annuity factor of the material supply concept with P&F 

conveyors behaves similarly to the ratio of material supply concepts with EMS. However its 

ratio constantly lies beneath the ratio of the material supply concept with EMS. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions drawn from the results in chapter 4 are: 

 The material supply via trucks is the most preferable solution due to its commercial 

efficiency and its high flexibility 

 Material supply concepts via tugger trains (for low throughput rates) and EMS (for 

medium and high throughput rates) are the most favourable solution when connecting 

the external supply centre to the assembly hall via a bridge 

 A material supply via trucks is recommended for already existing structures within the 

production plant as well as for greenfield projects 

 Connecting the external supply centre to the assembly hall via a bridge is 

recommended in case of a greenflied project, e.g. if a new assembly hall is being 

planned and built 

The material supply via the road with trucks is the most favourable material supply concept 

for the Munich plant for the considered scenario. It should again be mentioned that a 

throughput rate between 2000 and 6000 transport units per working day may be considered to 

be a realistic value for the throughput rate. The main reason for this conclusion, besides the 

commercial benefits of this solution, is its flexibility. A material supply concept with trucks 

allows the delivery of material to loading/unloading points close to the place of installation in 

the final assembly hall. This results in short distances between the loading/unloading points 

and the places of installation which results in a high flexibility concerning changes in 

production layout and material flow. The material supply by means of trucks is therefore 

clearly the most suitable material supply concept for already existing structures. This 

conclusion also applies in the case of a greenflield project. 

A material supply via the bridge is possible. It is however not as advantageous as the material 

supply with trucks. The favourable conveyor systems in this case are tugger trains for low 

throughput rates and an EMS for medium and high throughput rates. The main disadvantage 

of this supply concept is its low flexibility. The material supply via the bridge means that a 

bottleneck is created at the interfaces between the bridge and the external supply 

centre/assembly hall. Further a highly complex traffic system respectively rail system is 

required for the use of tugger trains respectively the EMS as conveyor systems. This leads to 

high space requirements within the external supply centre/assembly hall for traffic and rail 

systems and a limited flexibility. The material supply via the bridge is therefore mainly 

recommendable for greenflield projects in which the assembly hall is being rebuilt, due to the 

absence of constraints of existing buildings or infrastructure. The layout of the assembly hall 

and external supply centre can then be planned in order to minimize the complexity of the 

required traffic or railing system. 

A material supply via the bridge with AGVS is possible too. It has however been shown that 

this concept is inferior to the material supply concept with fully manually operated tugger 

trains. 

A supply concept via the bridge using a P&F conveyor shall not be considered in future due to 

its inferiority compared to the supply concept with an EMS. 
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6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The planning process of material supply concepts is subject to many restrictions. This is why 

such a planning process is usually carried out in different steps. This procedure ensures that 

the increase in associated time and costs for each step is appropriate to the project’s chances 

of realization [Arnold]. 

The presented master thesis was conducted during an early stage in the planning process of 

material supply concepts for the BMW production plant in Munich. The goal of this master 

thesis was to develop and implement a methodological procedure for the technical and 

commercial evaluation of applicable conveyor and transportation systems. Possible 

alternatives for material supply concepts for the material supply of an assembly hall from an 

external supply centre were illustrated, examined and evaluated using the methodological 

procedure. The work conducted provides a basis for decision-making and recommendations 

of action for following steps in the planning process of material supply concepts for the BMW 

production plant in Munich. 

The next step of the planning process is to take the material supply concepts which have been 

proved to be the most benefitial into further consideration. Planning should now be carried out 

in more detail and commercial and technical restrictions shall be taken into closer 

consideration.  
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APPENDIX A: Pair-by-Pair Comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 Weight Modal weight Modal weight [%]

1 Flexibility 1 2 1 2 6 0,3 30

2 Logistics 1 2 1 2 6 0,3 30

3 Potential of automation 0 0 0 1 1 0,05 5

4 Building compatibility 1 1 2 2 6 0,3 30

5 Safety and ergonomics 0 0 1 0 1 0,05 5

Sum 20 1 100

Flexibility

1 2 3 4 5 Weight Modal weight Modal weight [%]

1 Extensibility 1 1 1 1 4 0,2 20

2 Flex. Concerning mtbc 1 1 1 1 4 0,2 20

3 Flex. C. change in l and mf 1 1 1 1 4 0,2 20

4 Ability to buffer 1 1 1 1 4 0,2 20

5 Redundancy 1 1 1 1 4 0,2 20

Sum 20 1 100

Logistics

1 2 3 4 Weight Modal weight Modal weight [%]

1 Connectivity 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

2 Time for change of load 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

3 Transport time 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

4 Reliability 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

Sum 12 1 100

Building compatibility

1 2 3 Weight Modal weight Modal weight [%]

1 Adaptability 1 0 1 0,166666667 16,66666667

2 Accessibility of system 1 0 1 0,166666667 16,66666667

3 Space requirements 2 2 4 0,666666667 66,66666667

Sum 6 1 100

Safety and ergonomics

1 2 3 4 Weight Modal weight Modal weight [%]

1 Accident safety 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

2 Creation of phys. Obstacles 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

3 Ergonomics 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

4 Emission avoidance 1 1 1 3 0,25 25

Sum 12 1 100
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Overall target Modal weight Level weight

1 1

Main targets Modal weight Level weight

Flexibility 0,3 0,3 Flexibility 0,3 0,3

Logistics 0,3 0,3 Sub-target

Potential of automation 0,05 0,05 Extensibility 0,2 0,06

Flex. Concerning mtbc 0,2 0,06

Building compatibility 0,3 0,3 Flex. C. change in l and mf 0,2 0,06

Ability to buffer 0,2 0,06

Safety and ergonomics 0,05 0,05 Redundancy 0,2 0,06

Sum 1 0,3

Modal weight Level weight Modal weight Level weight

Logistics 0,3 0,3 Potential of automation 0,05 0,05

Sub-target Sub-target

Connectivity 0,25 0,075 Automatisierungspotential 1 0,05

Time for change of load 0,25 0,075

Transport time 0,25 0,075

Reliability 0,25 0,075

Sum 1 0,3 Sum 1 0,05

Modal weight Level weight Modal weight Level weight

Building compatibility 0,3 0,3 Safety and ergonomics 0,05 0,05

Sub-target Sub-target

Adaptability 0,166666667 0,05 Accident safety 0,25 0,0125

Accessibility of system 0,166666667 0,05 Creation of phys. Obstacles 0,25 0,0125

Space requirements 0,666666667 0,2 Ergonomics 0,25 0,0125

Emission avoidance 0,25 0,0125

Sum 1 0,3 Sum 1 0,05
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